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Our goal:
Our goal is to
reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and
worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.
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Now that you are running your race; don’t stop; don’t be deterred; and don’t
delay. Many a good Christian has started a good race only to be deterred,
detained, or derailed. Make a decision; don’t stop, don’t waver, don’t slow down.
Let nothing get you down, let nothing stop you! let nothing move you from your
GOD appointed mission. You work for GOD; and your work is of GOD. Rely on
the resources of heaven, and heaven’s GOD to supply all your needs. Follow the
directions; The Bible. GOD is watching over HIS Word to perform it. Many an
agent of satan will attempt to tempt you away from your GODGoal; Do not be
moved, do not waver, keep running. Keep doing. Do not turn away to the right or
left to do evil, to miss the mark of your high calling in GOD, do not sin. Do not
listen to the hiss of the enemy; listen to THE SPIRIT of GOD! You are from GOD,
and have overcome them, because greater is HE in you, than he that is in the
world. 1 Jon 4:4. Nothing is impossible to the one that believes and has faith in
GOD. With faith and patience; you will inherit the promises. Anything worth
doing is worth doing well. It was worth starting; it is worth finishing. It is worth
doing, it is worth starting, it is worth continuing, it is worth finishing. GOD is
your great Reward and your great rewarder. Run to HIM and for HIM. Live with
purpose, live with destiny. Live with hope. Live with your eyes to GOD, your
heart at peace, your mind focused, your purpose sure, and your determination
relentless. Don’t let up; don’t let go; just go forward; every step toward GOD and
for GOD. Take the next step and don’t look back, and don’t sit down.
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The Heart of The Matter
Now

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The
Glory of THE
LORD is risen upon
thee.”
GOD has not
forgotten you. HE
has not left you.
Reach for HIM, take
hold of HIM. Never let
HIM go. HE will be
better than your best
dreams, greater than
your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going
to be alright!.

Now faith is. Now is
the time. Now has the
moment. Now has the
future in it Now has
the past in it; and now
has you in it. You
must respond. You
must relate. You must
learn to live in the now
to live now. Once you
have chosen to live,
now; you can now
live. Everything you

need is here now.
The heart of the
matter is that now is
when you live, and
everything you do
occurs in the now.
Your future potential
is to be realized in
the now, lived out in
the now and it must
come to fruition in
the now. Tomorrow
will, tomorrow,

become another today.
The potential and plans
of the future must be
realized and lived out in
the now. Tomorrow
today becomes another
yesterday, and what will
you do with today
tomorrow? Live today;
today. Make memories.
Live dreams. What will
you do now? Now
decide and do it. Amen.

Decisions
Decisions are the
final thought of
deciding. You should
make decisions
based on The Word
of GOD, and the GOD
unique expression
that you are; in order
to properly express
who you are in this

world. You are here
with a purpose to
fulfill and a reason
for being. It is within
you, never leaves,
you, and will never
lie to you. listen
carefully, quiet down,
employ Psalm 46:10
fully in getting closer

to GOD, and finding
yourself in the process. Do
not make hasty decisions;
make right decisions. Do
not just do your best; do
what is required. Decide
to do HIS will; HIS Way,
today, tomorrow, and even
yesterday. Think about
that, and decide right,
now.
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Did you know
That The Bible is very
mathematical? It is. In the
original language of Hebrew,
there are many encoded
messages in The Hebrew Text
that demonstrate the
uniqueness, the veracity, and
the absolute mathematical
precision of The Bible from a
mathematical and statistical
position. Our book, Behold
YESHUA come and see…
(available online at our website
home page: catalog, available
for ordering online) is a major
contribution to this field. It is

Your Hebrew Lesson
The Gospel in Hebrew is
The term pales =ponder,
found in several places in
The Bible; whereas we will
focus on Proverbs 4:26.
Here The Term is used in a
strong verbal form: Piel .
This means it is intensified,
as shatter would be to the
word: break. So here, in

Proverbs 4:26, the term
pales means to strongly
consider, to ponder
seriously, intensely. It
comes from the words’
intrinsic understanding to
weigh something, make
level, to balance. Also to
level something, or an
area, by rolling a cylinder

so detailed, so precise, and
demonstrable at so many
levels, with each layer of truth
woven with the other into such
a warp and woof that its
harmony in unity could only
be in the hands of The Divine;
giving full glory to The Author,
GOD HIMSELF, WHO answers
critics at every level and
provides truth at every level,
so none would doubt, and all
who would be , would be
brought into ever greater
levels of truth with GOD. Oh,
come, and see!!!

Rev 22:12

“And, behold,
I come
quickly; and
my reward is
with me, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
upon it until it is level (Isaiah
26:7).. Thus consider strongly, done.”
weigh things till they are
balanced, the way has been
leveled, smoothed, made even.
For the determined path of
your feet ( Ephesians 2:10).
Then all your ways will be
established. Be careful It’s
your life. Do it GODs’ Way
and it will be alright.

What do you say when
.You have nothing to say? Say
nothing. You do not have to talk
all the time; learn to listen. Be an
active listener. Listen, anticipate,
involve yourself more deeply in
the conversation. Make sure it is
going in a GODward direction. If
not, let your silence speak, and

your words be wise. Speak in love,
listen with Biblical ears. Speak truth
in love, say what needs to be said
while looking to bring the person
closer to GOD and get closer to
them as well. Do not agree to
disagree, agree to work toward
agreement and come to the
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realization of the true truth in
that area; settle for nothing
less. Learn how to judge
correctly, and here I must refer
you to our in depth notes on:
To judge or not to judge or,…
at forHISGlory.org, learning
center. Read and learn.
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up
going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

For HIS Glory

Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:
2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, rightly dividing
The Word of Truth.”

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"
John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal self
distinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY
SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE
BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the
virgin birth of THE
MESSIAH.
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6.

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day
according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in
Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE,
is the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

